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1) 1D domain presented with single
colour; however, depths may vary.
2) Flooding north of railway not shown.
3) This map was prepared for Perth and
Kinross Council. Kaya Consulting accepts
no responsibility or liability for any use
that is made of this map other than by
the Client for the purposes for which it
was originally commissioned and
prepared
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Flood Depth (m)
The Danny Burn is predicted to back up behind the
A9 culvert before overtopping onto the road. Flood
waters continue north and east, inundating low
lying land at Tullibardine and Kinpauch Burn.
Downstream of the A9 the Danny Burn is also
predicted to overtop its right bank at Abercairney
Place and sewage treatment plant.

Burn of Ogilvie is set within a relatively deep
channel and extensive flooding is not
predicted. Flooding of low lying land occurs
downstream of Gilmours Avenue, with water
overtopping the left and right banks
inundating low lying agricultural land. The
left-hand bank flooding is more significant
with the railway line restricting flows from
continuing north and ponding in this area.

The Back and Kinpauch Burns are predicted to back up
upstream of the A9. Flood depths would restrict vehicular
access along local access road at the Back Burn and some
flood waters would enter the Allan Water from the Kinpauch
Burn. Downstream of the A9 the Back Burn is predicted to
flood properties at “The Cross” and low lying land between the
channel and the Kinpauch Burn. The Kinpauch Burn also
overtops its right hand bank inundating two properties north
of Highland Spring and a local park. 

The Allan Water overtops upstream of the A9 on both the
left and right banks, maximum flood depths within this area
could reach up to 1.2m. Downstream of the A9, flood depths
along the eastern boundary of Highland Spring could reach
approximately 0.7m. Overtopping of the three bridges or rail
halt immediately downstream of Highland Spring is not
predicted. 


